
In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful 

Advise to Imaam, Shaikh & Scholars 
By Irshad Mahmood – Director, Siraat-al-Mustaqeem Dawah Centre 

 
Due to lack of scientific (science & fiction etc.) knowledge in Imaam/Sheikh and due to lack of answers right on the 
time, Muslims are being blamed FALSLY for many terrorist attacks around the globe. Whenever there is any terror 
attack, Imaam/Sheikh MUST consult Muslim Journalist, Muslims experts in other specialized fields including 
science and fictions etc., before passing any statements, otherwise it may go against Muslims due to weak 
statements. Remember: All Terrorists are Kharjees (Disbelievers) and they are NOT Muslims. 
 
Always remember, Robbers/Terrorists/Criminals are always behind the wealth and they are extremely smart to fool 
innocent people by all means including science fictions, and Imaam/Sheikh must educate themselves to save innocent 
victims. World is advancing / technologies are advancing and so are the Robbers/Terrorists, who are steps ahead of 
general public. Now world has gone Global and so are Robbers/Terrorists and they are now Global Robbers/Terrorists. 
 
Imaam/Sheikh MUST Raise following questions on any terrorist attacks: Muslims are First Victims of Global 
Terrorism, Fanaticism, Fundamentalism, Intolerance, Discrimination and Racism: 

1> Who will be benefitting from this in the long run? 
2> Who are the real victims in the long run? 
3> Is it not to Hide or Deviate people from other crimes or Wipeout their previous criminal evidences? 
4> If any new Muslims are terrorist then: 

a. Who converted them 
b. Where they have been converted? 
c. Do they have Police Reference Check before the convert? 
d. Who is looking after them after they converted? 
e. Who are the friends among whom he is hanging around after converts? 
f. If any of those have drug addiction, have they been treated completely, and have they been cleared 

from drug addiction? 
 
Absence of Muslims presences in key things: 
 
Muslims are lagging behind and missing our presences in key things, like when body of brave Soldiers were taking 
from one place to another, may Canadians present to honor their fallen soldiers and many Canadians on the Highways 
stopped on the side, came out from their vehicle and salute to the body of fallen Soldiers. 
 
We Muslims are also absent from School Council meetings etc. We Muslims are big complainers, but when the time 
comes to be presented ourselves in the meetings we are totally absent. 
 
First we must learn the manners. Just see in the churches, how those Christians behave each other and always make 
line and are well manners, but in our Masjids our fellow Muslims push each other and some of them misbehave as 
well. Our Imaam/Sheikh must give lectures in Juma Khutab/Speech, but to whom who comes just when Imaam is 
about to finishing off Khutba/Speech and start prayers or when the Masjid is mostly empty during most of Khutbas. 
One who misses Jumaa Khutba/Speech loses benefits of Jumaa Salaat and instead gets half of Dhur Salaat. 
 
All Masjids must register all members of their fellow Muslims, regular as well as Friday Prayers attenders and regularly 
send them all Friday Khutbas/Speeches in emails to their members as well. Keep in touch with them and ask them if 
they have any concerns. We must work as a team, a Great Global Team to protect all citizens of Global World. 
 
Free Interfaith Friendly Dialogues and Free Intersect Friendly Dialogues must be arranged regularly and must 
be presented on Internet as well. Remember: There is NO Compulsion in Religion/Faith, (Ref: Al-
Quraan_002:256), instead Come to the Common Terms, (Ref: Al_Quraan_003:-064). 
 
Whenever there is any terror attack, MEDIA becomes over active and presents them on their channels 24 hours a day 
and sometimes even more. But when a Good Guy does any good work they are hardly covered. At least to be fair with 
both Good Guy & Bad Buy, they should give 50% time to each for free, and must start Good Guy & Bad Guy TV 
Programs. All Media must play an active role on promoting the Good Guys. Media must have an hour session every 
week and bring those Good guys on the TV channels, who are serving the humanity for free in all areas. 
 

Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors 
http://global-right-path.webs.com     http://global-right-path.blogspot.com     http://www.global-right-path.com 
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